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SUMMARY 

. 

e Tests have been made in the Ames kO- by 804oot wind tunnel to 
evaluate the effects of wing modifications on the static longitudinal 
characteristics of a 35O swept-wing a-lane, The wing mc%fications 

- were designed to replace existing wing slats as low-speed hFgh-lift 
devices. The principal modification incorporated camber over the forward 
portion of the chord and an increased leading-edge radius. The airplane 
was tested with the horizontal tail on and off and in a lowered position. 
AU. configurations were tested at a Reynolds number of 8.4 x 108, and 
some were tested over a range of Reynolds numbers from 3.2 x lo6 to 
12.3 x lo*. 

The full-span modified wing leading edge provided an Increment of 
wing maximum lift somewhat greater than given by the slats. In contrast 
to the flat-topped lift curves tith the slats open, the 1Tft curves of 
the airplane with the modified wing leading edge were characterized by 

, an abrupt loss of ltit beyond BXUUUI lift; further, the airplane tith 
the modified H.ng leaafng edge was longitudinally unstable beyond maximum 
lift, whereas the slats-open configurations were stable. The signfpi- 
cance of these changes in characteristics in terms of the flying quaIli- 
ties of the airplane at maximum lift was dffficult to judge in view of 
past inconsistencies between pilot opinions and conclusions drawn from 
static wind-tunnel-test results' 

Additional wing modifications were tested in an effort to alter the 
characteristics of the airplane tith the modified wing so as to co-e 
more closely with the characteristics of the slats-open configuration. 
One modification was successful both in rounding the lift-curve peak and 
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in providing longftudinal stabi3ity beyond maximum lift, but at the 
expense of a loss Fn wing maximum lift. !Lhis configuration consisted of 
an outboard 769percent-span mod-lfied lead- edge, and a spoiler at the 
leading edge of the unmodified inboard sectioris; Q'Tth a sharp discon- 
tinuity between the two portions of the wing leading edge. 

d 

The lower horizontal-tail position -roved the longituMna1 
stability of all configurations near inaXimu~!-lift. Wfth the tail in 
the lower position, the airplane with the modIfYed w5.ng leading edge 
had pitching-moment characteristics which were considered acceptable. 

INTRODUCTTON . 
.- 

Flow separation and its attendant effects on aerodynamic charac- 
teristics appear at progressively lower win@; lifts as the sweep of 
wings is increased. Various wing high-lift devices are being used to 
delay the separation and thus extend the max3.mu.m usable lift range of 
swept wings. Such devices as wkg leading-edge slats and leading-edge 
flaps, In addition to trailing-edge flaps, have proved successful. 
Emever, such devices entail complex mechanical jk&allations and add I 

considerable weight to the airplane. Recent studies, such as those of 
references 1 to 3, have shown that moddfted ting sections, ut$lizing 
moderate amounts of camber over the f orward portIon of the chord and L 

increased leading-edge radii, also can be designed to delay the OCCJD- 
rence of flow separation to higher lifts. Such high-lift xing sections 
would eliminate the structural disadvantages of leading-edge devices 
such as alasT, 

--.---..-_ ._._. 
The primary purpose of the study reported herein was to evaluate- --. 

---z 

the effects on the low-speed static longitudinal chaxacteristics of an 
F-86A airplane when the existing slats were repl&cedwFth a wing-section 
modification sinCl.ar to those consIdered in references 1 to 3. To aid 
in the design of the modification, the. two-dimensional characteristics 
of the wing sections with slat closed and open were co-ed tith 'the 
characteristics of the sectton with theseiec-kdleading-edge modification 

Other studies, such as that of reference 4, have shown that a 
lowered horizontal-tail position has a favorable effect on the longitu- 
dinal stability of swept-wing configurations at high Ufts. Accordingly, 
tests were maae on the subject air&me with both the normal and the 
modified wing leading edges with the horizontal tail at a lowered 
positian. 
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aspect ratio 

local chord, masured perpendicular to the Wang quarter-chord line 

local chord, measured parallel to the plane of symraetzy 

mesn aerodynsmic Ch0I-d. 

\f 

b/2 

0 

section chord-force coefficient 

drag coefficient 

drag coefficient a= to wind-tunnel-wall interference 

lift coeff icierlt 

section lift coefficient 

pitching -moment coefficient, referred to 0.25c' 
(See fig. 1.) 

pitching-moment coefficient'due to wind-tunnel-wall interference 

section n-l-force coefficient 

Reynolds nuxiber y 
0 

VE 

free-stream velocity 

distance along airfoti chord, referenced to the leading edge of 
the unmodified airfoil sections 

spanwise distance, measured from the fuselage center line 
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Z height abcme the wing reference plane, which is defined by the 
wing qumter-chordline ma the'chord of the unmodified 
section at 0.663 q 

airplane angle of attack, measured with respect to 431~. wing 
reference plane 

angle of attack of the ti-dimnsional models 

increment of airplane angle of attack due to wind-tunnel-wall 
interference 

trailing-edge flap deflection, measured pelrpendicular to the flap 
hinge line ..-. .-..... ._._ . --. ____ -.- ..- - 

fraction of semispan 7 
0 

2y 

kinematic viscosity 

Subscripts 

t horizontal tail 

1 lower 

U wper 

max lnaximum 

Two4imensionalMcdels 

Two-dimensional tests were made of three airfoil sections. 9&e 
profiles of the three models were: (1) that of the airplane wing 
section normal to the wing quarter-chord LLne at 0.857 se&span; 
(2) the same section with the slat open; and (3) the sane section mdi- 
fied by adding caliber to the forward portion of the chord and increasing 
the leading-edge radius. The cocrdinates of these profiles are given 
in table I. The models, made oflaminatedmahogany,had2-foot chords 
and spanned the 2-foot height of the 2-by 5-foot open-circuit wind 
tunnel in whWh they were tested. Each modelwas equippedwith about 
h-0 pressure orifices at the midspan station. 
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Full-Scale -lane 

5 

Unmodified airplane.- The imestdgation of the test adrplane was 
ma& in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. A three-view sketch of 
the airplane is shown tiffgurel; pertinent geometric data are listed 
in table II. 

- The photographs of figure 2 show the airplane mounted on a three- 
StTut support in the wTnd tunnel. 'Ibe main larding gem was removed to 
accommodate fittings for'supporting the airplane on the front struts. 
Loads were tmnsmfttedtotherear s~tthroughaboonplaced Fn the 
fuselage and attached to the horizontal-tail supports and to the 
aft-fuselage-section attachment lugs. To accommdate the tail-support 
system, the engine was removed. 

The removal of the engine required that the air-intake duct and . 
the cooling ducts on the fuselage be sealed for all the tests. For 
most of the tests these were the only seals added to the a3rplane. For 
certain tests, however, the gaps between the slat segments (see fig. 1) 
were sealed and, with the slats closed, the slat--lm-Wang junctures also 
were sealed. 

Coordinates of the wing sectfons norm.1 to the wing quarter-chord 
llne at 0.467 and 0.857 semispan are gfven in table III; these coordi- 
nates.are given with respect to the King reference plane which is 
defined by the panel quarter-chord line and the chord of-the section 
at 0.663 semispan taken normal to the ting qmter-chmd I&E. Profiles 
of a typical wing section with slat closed and open are giyen in 
feigure 3(a). 

Modifications.- A full-span application was made of the modified 
wing section teetea two-dimznsionally. A typical profile of the modi- 
fied section is shown ti figure 3(b). The full-scale mdlffcatlon was 
effected by replacing the leading edges of the wing with wood blocks 
contoured to the modified-section coordinates. The installation, 
referred to as wing modification 1, is shown in the photomaph of 
figure 4. Coordinates of the maified sections no& to the wiug 
quarter-chord line at'0.467 and 0.857 semispan are given in table IV. 

The modified wing sections were later cut back to the original 
sections frcm the wing-fuselage juncture to 0.242 semispan. With a 
smooth fairing used between the two portions of the wing, the configura- 
tion is referred to as wing modification 2. With a shclrp discontinuity 
used between the two portions and with a spoiler extending from the 
fuselage to 0.242 semispan, the configuration is referred to as wing 
modifYcation 3. These modif'fca~lon~ are shown In ffgures 5,. 6, and 7. 
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The alternate horizontal-tail position used for some of the tests, 
described in figure 1, lowered the horizontal tail from 0.208 q to O.lO3q 
above E. The instaUation is shown in the'photograph of figure 8. 

TESTS ANDR.limLTs 

Two-Dimensional Tests 

The two-dimensional models were tested at a Reynolds number of 
2.1x 10e over an angle-of-attack range from -6O to well beyond msximum 
lift. The tests cons-feted of pressure-distribution measurements which 
were integrated over the chord t%de-&i%Tne-the section normal-force 
coefficients. Section lift coefficients were determined for only a few 
test points according to the expression 

cl = Cn COS a0 - cc sin a0 

since it was found that there were only negligible differences between 
the normal-force and lift coefficients. The test results exe presented 
in figure 9. 

Full-Scale Tests 

The three-Umensional test results are presented in figures 10 
to 183 table V serves as a guide to fac~$l~Ltate reference to the figures. 
Three-caTqpcment force characteristics were metiuYed.on ail configura- 
tions at a dycsxaic pressure of approxfmately 35 pounds per square foot. 
This corresponds to a Reynolds number of about 8.4 x 10~ based on the 
mean aerodynsmic chord, and approximates the Reynolds number at which 
flight tests indicate the onset of stall on the airplane in the landing 
approach. Tuft photographs were taken at selected angles of attack for 
several configuratIon at this same Reynolds number. Force data recorded 
while the tufts were on the wing indicated no significant changes in 
aerodynamic characteristics-due to their presence. Several configura- 
tions were tested over a range of Reynolds numbers from 3.2 x 10' to 
12.3 x 106; the Ma&number varied from 0.06 to 0.23 for this range. 
All configurations were tested over an angle-of-attack range from O" to 
beyond stall. 

All the tests were made wdth the tiaKling-edge flaps deflected 
either O" or 38O (msximum deflection). The ailerons and rudder were 
set in the undeflected positions. For tests with the horizontal tail 
on, the elevator and horizontal stabi3izer were set at O" with respect 
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to the wing reference plane. Thewing slatswerelocked ineither the 
closed or the open posftkn, and were unsealed except for the test 
results presented in figure II. 

CO,ItREcTIONS 

No corrections were applied to the two-dk~nsional data. 

The three-dimensional data have been corrected far stieam-mgle 
inclination, tind-tunnel-wall interference, and the interference effects 
of the support stzuts. The corrections used were those for an unswept, 
untipered Hug. The wall-interference corrections added were as follows: 

a!!? = 0.60 CL 

%F = 0,ol.l CL2 

%e = 0,008 CL (tall-on data only) 
m 

The effects of sealing the fuselage intake duct and the interference 
effects of the lan&Lng-@;ear stub struts used to mount the airplane on 
t&e lift struts areunknown. 

DISCTJSSION 

Design of Wing Modification 1 

The design of the proposed Qpe of leading-edge modification was 
approached from two-dimensfonal msxkmlm1iftconsiderations. Tflis 
approachwas selectedonthebasis of theanalysispresented inrefer- 
ence 3, which showed that initial stall on a swept wing is directly, 
related to the stalling characterTstics of the akfoil section taken 
normal to the wing quarter-chord line at the span&se location of 
initial stall. In the case of the F-86A airplane, flight tests indT- 
cated that initial stall occurred near 0.86 semispan. Consequently, 
the section normal to the wing quarter-chord line at this span station 
was used to evaluate the section maxUum lifttiththe slat extended 
and thus establish a criterion for the selection of a leading-edge 
modification. The results of-the tuo-dlmensional tests.(fig. 9) showed 
that the slat increased cz,, of the unmodifted section by 0.71. 
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Theoretical pressure distributions were cowtied for the section 
with several arbitrary leading-edge modifications. The distributions 
were adjusted to such cz values that the pressure coefficients at 
0.005~ were all equal to the pressure measured at this chord station on 
the unmodified section at czmax. These cz values were used as the 
approximate czznax provided by the various modifications. These 
studies indicated that more than 2-percent camber in addition to a 
2-percent-chord leading-edge radius probably would be needed to equal 
the czmax of the unmodIf'ied section.with the slat extended. However, 
it was felt that the magnitude of the modification should be held to a 
minimum because of possible adverse effects of large section changes on 
the high-speed aerodynamic characteristics. In view of tiese considera- 
tions, the moaffication.descrlbed in table I was selected for testing. 
The two-dimensional test results (fig. 9) showed that the selected 
leading-edge modification increased qmax by only 0.46 or 0.25 less 
than provided by the slat. Additional section modifications to obtain 
an increment of czlllax equal to that of the slat were not tried since, 
as indicated above, any further increase in camber was considered 
undesirable from a high-speed standpoint. 

The leading-edge modif'ication w-as applied over the full span of 
the ting rather than over the partial span used for the slats, since an 
analysis by the method. of reference 3 indicated that the highest lift 
effectiveness would result thereby. 

Test Results for the A3.rplase 

The hi&-lift effectiveness of the slats and wing modifications 
will be examined on the basis of the value of uximum lift,l the longi- 
tudinalstabilityat ms&nunnlift, andthe shape of theliftcurve ne8F 
maxm lift. The character of the lift-curve peak is exs&ned on the 
presumption that well-rounded peaks are indicative of (1) adequate stall 
warning to the pilot, probably noticeable in the form of buffeting, and 
(2) less severe rolling tendencies at the stall; both by virtue of a 
more gradual stall progression on the wing. It should be noted that 
longitudkal stability at stall and a rounded lift-curve peak cannot be 
considered as absolute criteria since the evidence of fli&t-test results 
is not always in accord with conclusions drawn from these criteria. 

?t will be noted in the test results that, because of the moderate 
sweepback of the wing, the wing lift at which significant changes 
occur in the aerodynamic characteristics is newly equal to the wing * maxmum wt. Hence, reference will be made to CL- as represent- 
ing the occurrence of inItia1 stall on the w%ng. 
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The most pertinent data sre those obtained at the Reynolds nuuiber 
of 8.4 x lo", corresponding to the landing-approach condition. The 
results at other Reynolds numbers wTll be briefly considered. 

Unmodified wing with slats.- The slats increased C&x from 
1.09 to 1.9 with flaps IQ and from 1.33 to 1.64 wi%h flaps down 

(fig. lo(a) 1 l The airplanewaslongTtudinallystablebeyond~ 
lift only when the slats were extended. The 1Ift curves of the four 
configurations are all, quite flat in the region of maximum lift. With 
slats open and flaps 9, the lift remains within about 0.05 of CL- 
over an angle-of-attack range of 20° to 2g" (the maximum tested). 

A comparison of the results presented in figures IO(a) and 10(b) 
shows that the horizontal tail in the normal position did not materi&Lly 
alter the longitudinal stabilitybeyondstall. 

. 

The results presented in figure ll show that the uft effective- 
ness of the wing was influenced by leakage sround the slats. *With the 
slats in the retracted position and tith all gaps sealed, Qmsx was 
increased by an increment of 0.10, and the drag was reduced throughout 
the lift range. With the slats extended and with the gaps between the 
slat segments sealed CL, was still increasing at the highest angle of 
attack tested; at thfs angle of attack it exceeded C&ax for the 
unsealed condition by an increment of 0.12. * - 

WLng modificatfon l.- The Ch of the airplane with the modified 
wing sections was 1.42 and 1.72 with flaps up and down, respectively, 
(f%. W4 1. !Ihus the ticrementinmsximum lift coefficient provided 
by wing mMification lwas 0.08 greater than for the slats with flaps 
bothup anddown. lhis was apparently due inpart to the greater span 
of the modification conpared to the slats, andtip& to the leakage 
effect noted for the slat configurations. 

Although wing modification 1 produced the desiredhi& maximum lift, 
it was not as satisfactory as the slats with respect to the other two 
criteria mentioned previously. First, the airplane with wing modifica- 
tion 1 was longitudinally unstable, both with flaps q and flaps down, 
beyond msximum lift. Second, in contrast to the flat-topped lift curves 
tith slats extended, the lift decreased abruptly beyond maximum lift 
with wing modification 1. 

A comparison of the results presented in figures 12(a) and 12(b) 
shows that the horizontal tafl in the normal position did not signifi- 
cantly affect the longitudinal stability beyond maximum lift. 

c 
Reynolds number effects.- The effects of changes in Reynolds number 

on the characteristics of several of the ConfIgurations thus far dlscussed 
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are presented.in figures 13 and 14. The-variation of Qmax with 
Reynolds number, summarized in figure 15, shows that the results at all 
higher Reynolds nunibers were similar to the results at 8.4 x 10e. With 
decreasing Reynolds number, however, C~ with Mng moaification 1 
decreases more rapidly than with the slats extended. 

The character of the lift curves near maximum lift was not signifF- 
cantly altered with variations in Reynolds number. 

The longitudinal -stability characteristics beyond m&mum lift for 
most configurations did not significantly change with changes in Reynolds 
nurriber. However, with slats open and flaps down, the airplane was 
unstable at the lowest Reynolds numbers; this instability disappeared- 
with increasing Reynolds number. 

Additional wing modificatfons.- To aLd in determining possible 
measures to alter the abrupt lift-curve peak and unstable pitching- 
moment characteristics beyond maximumliftof the airplanewithting 
modifYcation 1, the stalling 'characteristics of all wing configurations were evaluated by means of tuft studies. The photographs with the slats 
extended (fig. l&(c)) indicate an mea of flow separation nearthe wing 
root that was not evident with the slats closed (fig. 16(a)). It was 
believed that this separation was responsible for the favorable Cm 
variattons at high lifts for the slats-open conflguratfons as observed 
In the results presented in figures 10(a) and 10(b). In an attempt to 
produce such an area of stall near the wing root, the other Wang modifi- 
cations described in tableVI were investigated. Phe primary purpose of 
each item in tableVIis indicated by its designation as either a stall- 
generating or a boundary-layer-control device. 

The combination of devices designated as--wing modification 3 (ffg. 5, 
detail B) was the only modification which provided the desired longftu- 
dinal stability, both flaps up and fla.ps down (fig. 17). With the flaps 
up, theliftcurve was flat topped, andwithflaps down-the abruptness 
of the peak was somewhat alleviated. With the flaps up, wing modifica- 
tion 3 provLded a value of -Cb which was 0.21lower than with the 
slats open, and 0.29 lower than with wtig modification 1. 

Results obtained tith the configuration .desl@;nted as wing modifi- 
cation 2 also are given since they are typical of the results obtained 
with most of the other modifications. A slight rounding of the lift- 
curve peak was obtained with flaps up, but there was no improvement in 
the 1ongitudLnal stability at maxLmum lift (fig. 17). Visual observa- 
tions of the flow, as evidenced by tuft action, indicated an area of 
separation near the wing root localized near the wing leading edge. 
Apparently the spanwise boundary~layer~drainage~allowed the separated 
flow to reattach to the wing surface, thus preventingsection. stall. 

+ 

- 
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The success of wing modification 3 is attEibuted to the fact that 
the spanwise drainage of theboundarylayerfromthe inboardregionof 
the wing did not occur. Tuf't studies showed the flow actually to be 
directed inboerd. Hence the spoiler over the inboard part of the span 
was as effective in producing early sectlon stall as it is in two- 
dimenslonal flow. The obstruction of the usual spanwise boundary-layer 
drainage is believed to have been due to an effect of the sharp discon- 
tinuity in the wing leading edge at 0.242 semispan. It was concluded 
from the tuft studies that a strong vortex was shed at the discontinuity. 
The rotation of a vortex from the discontinuity would be in the proper 
direction to d5rec-t the boundary-layer flow inboard and thus counteract 
the normal outboard drainage. Eke&nation of the tufts indicated that 
the aharp discontinuity in the wing leading edge tith the slats extended 
had a similar effect, 

Effects of an alternate horizontal-tail positTon.- The results of 
tests of the airplane with the horizontal tail in the lower position 
(fig. 18) indicated definite longitudinal-stability Qqprovements at high 
lifts for all configurations. With this alternate horizontal-tail loca- 
tion, the airplane tith wing modification 1 had pitching-moment charac- 

a teristics which were believed to be acceptable. 

Comparison of Test Results With Predictions 

The procedure of reference 3 has been applied to predict the CL 
at which initial stall occurs on the wing for several of the configura- 
tions tested. The two-dinrensional test results described in this paper 
were used for the predictions together with esttites of the flap effec- 
tiveness made from the data in reference 5. The meth& of reference 3 
also was used to estimate the a-lane longitudinal stability beyond 
Stall. 

The point of sudden drag rfse observed in the force-test results 
was used to indicate the CL for initial stall for comparison with the 
predicted values. A SW of the predicted and measured results is 
given in table VII. The measured results presented are those for the 
lowest Reynolds number at which the airplane was tested (R, 3.2 x 10s), 
since-the effective Reynolds nlmiber of the wing sections (sections taken 
normal to the wing quarter-chord line, and based on the component of 
free-stream velocity in this dkection) then most nearly corresponded 
to the Reynolds number of the two-dimensional tests (2.1x lOa). IIhe 
method of reference 3 does not consider the effects of a horizontal 

w tail; hence the comparisons were mELde with tail-off data when available. 
The predicted CL for initkl still. was conservative in all cases. 
The increases in CL for initial stall provided by the various high-lift I I 
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devices were predicted quite well, differing from the measured results 
by no more than 0.07 in any case where tail-off data was available, and 
differing by 0.13 for the case with the horizontal. tail on. 'phe quaILi- 
tative estimates of the a-lane longitudUa1 stability beyond stal+ 
were satisfactory. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A full-span modified wing leading edge, which incorporated camber 
over the forward portion of the chord and had an ticreased lea--edge 
radius, provided increments of wing maximum lift coefficient at least 
0.08 greater than given by the wing slats, both tit21 flaps up and flaps 
down, at Reynolds nunibers from 8.4 x 106 to 12.3 x 106. The results at 
lower Reynolds numbers were less favorable, With the slats extended, 
the unmodified airplane was 1ongitutinaU.y stable beyond maximum Uft 
and displayed a flat-tapped 1-39t curve near maximum lift. However, witi . 
the modified wing leading edge, the airplane was 1ongitudkKlly unstable 
beyond . lift and the Uft-curve peaks were quite abrupt. 

The airplanewith the modifiedwingleading edge was madelongitu- 
dinally stableand also, with flaps up, displayed a flat-topped lift 
curve whenlow maxbum~lift sections were used near the wing root, and 
a meqns of obstructing the spanwlse boundary-layer drainage over this 
region (in this case, a sharp leading-edge discontinuity) was provided. 
These changes were accmied by a loss in C!b of 0.29 and 0.24 
with flaps qp and down, respectively, below the results with the full- 
span modification. 

IowerIng the horizontal tail had a stabilizing effect on all con- 
figurations tested. The airplane with the full-span wing modification 
had pitching-mount characteristics which were considered acceptable 
with this alternate horizontal-tail position. 

Predictions of the wing lift coefficient for initial stall by the 
method of reference 3 for several wing configur8tions were conservative. 
'IBe increases in CL for initial stall provided by the various high- 
lift configurations were predicted quite well. Qualitative estimates 
of the longitudinal stability beyond maximum lift were satisfactory. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Mof'fett Field, Calif. 
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TABLE I.- COORDINATES OF TEE 'IWO-DIMENSTONAL MXELS 
[Dimensions given in percent of chord] 

Basic profile 
Aikfoil BUT- 
face beneath 

slat 
Modified 

leading edge 
Slat lower 

surface 

X Z zu X Z X Zl 
I - I 
-0.74 

-&6 
-1.17 
-1.40 
-1.73 
-2.28 
-2.98 

-5.08 
-5.16 
-5.17 
-5.10 
-4.96 

X 

-1.98 
-1.50 
-1.00 

0.50 
0 

-50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
3.48 

Zl 

-I- 

-3.48 
489 
-4.14 
-4.28 

;4*:; . 

2-E 
-4:46 
-4.42 

-2.15 

1:;: 
031 
.72 

1.06 

:-2; 
1188 
2.07 
2.43 

0 

:2i 
.47 
.70 

1.17 
2.34 
4.69 
7103 
9.37 

14.05 
18.75 
23.40 
28.10 
32.80 
37.50 
42.10 
46.80 
51.50 
56.20 

g?zi 
70130 

95.00 
100.00 

-0.16 

:g 
-89 

l.ll 
1.44 
2.02 
2.75 

;-z . 

E 
4:93 
5.15 

2;; 
5.35 
5.27 

2:; 
4.58 
4.20 

;*z 
:51 

3.84 

i-g 
7114 
8.23 
9.32 

U.50 
13.68 
14.77 

-2.60 3.89 
-1.08 5.66 

-.06 7.33 
074 8.99 

1.40 10.66 
1.94 12.32 
2.79 15.66 
3.44 18.99 
3.70 20.66 

-2.57 

-:G 
1.31 
2.01 
2.60 
3.57 
4.35 
4.67 

5.00 
7.50 

10.00 
J-2.50 
15.00 

2.83 -4.35 
3.36 -4.30 * 
3.73 -4.30 
4.05 
4.29 :;-;; 
4.51 -4:58 
;:z y; 

. . 

l&8: 2.00, 
I (0.02,.2.15) 

17.50 
18.70 
23.40 

L.E.radi 
center a 

Slat position &en extended 

Deflection, degrees (leading edge down). . 10 

Leadfng-edge position: 

X............... -12.34 
z . . . . . . . . . . .-. . . . . -2.06 

L.E.radius: 1.303, 
center at 

(1.303,-0.15) 

aStraight Hnes from 
75-percent chord to 
trailing edge. 

. 

. 
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9I!ABLE Is.- GM)ME3!RICDATAONTFJEF-86ATESTAIRFLUB 

ing 

Area, square feet. ................... 287.90 
Span,feet ...................... ..37 .l2 
Aspect ratio ....................... 4.79 
Taper ratio 
Dihedralangle~degrees 

....................................... .51 
3 

Mean aerodynamic &hord, feet ............... 8.09 
Sweepback of the quarter-chord line, degrees ....... 35.2 
Incidence of the root chord, degrees ............ 1 
Incidence of the tip chord, degrees ............ -1 
Tw%st,degrees (washout) .................. 2 

railing-edge flap (data for one side only) 

Area, square feet .................... 16.26 
Span of one flap, feet .................. 6.70 
Chord, constant, feet .................. 2.47 
Maximumdeflection, degees ................. 38 
Gap, percentofwing chord ................ 1.5 
Overhang,percentofwingchord. ............. 2.0 
Inboard end of flap, feetfromairplane center line .... 2.48 

sading-edge slat (d&a for one side only) 

Area, projected into ting-chord plane, square feet .... 17.72 
Span, feet ....................... .l2.* 
Chord, constant,feet ................... 1.37 
Ratio of slatspantow5ngsemLspan. ........... -70 
Inboard end of slat, feet from -lane center line .... 4.50 
Deflection when extended, degrees ............. 10 

xrizontal tail 

~otalarea, squazefek. ................. 35.28 
Span,fekt ...................... ..l2 -75 
Aspectratio ........................ 4.65 
Taperratio ....................... -45 
Dihedralangle,degrees ................... 10 
Mean aerodynamic chord;feet ................ 2.89 
Sweepback of the qwter-chordlfne, degrees ....... 34.6 

melage 

O-ver-alllength, feet. ................... 34.20 
Maximumwidth,feet .................... 5.Q 
Fineness ratio ...................... 6.8 
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TABLEIII.- COORD~TES OF DZFu WING AIRFOIL SECTIONS NORMAL 
To ~WENGQUARTT3R4XORDLINEATTHO SPANSTATIONS 

[Dzbensions given in inches] 

Section at 0.467 semispan Section at 0.857 semispan 
z 2 

X ripper I;ower ' x Upper LoweE? 

0 0.231 - - - 0 -0.098 - - - 
-=9 
-239 :gi 

-0.307 *a9 -278 -0.464 

::g 

0177 .ko , -.605 

.398 1.127 0295 -562 .597 1.320 -.895 9443 .701 ::g; 

.gg6 l&7 -1.196 -738 .w -1.089 
1.992 2.104 -1.703 1.476 l-273 -1.437 
3.984 2.715 -2.358 2.952 1.730 -1.878 

XL:952 p97$ y; 3:863 

-2.811 4.428 2.o46 -2.176 

-3.161 -3.@7 8.855 5.903 2.648 2.290 -2.401 -2.722 
15.936 4.157 -4.064 .xi.806 2.91.1 -2.944 
19.920 4.357 -4.364 14.758 3.104 -3.102 
23.904 4.480 -4.573 17.710 3.244 -3.200 
27.888 4.533 -4.719 20.661 3.333 -3.250 
31.872 4.525 -4.800. 23.613 3.380' -3.256 

;;.85; "4.4-g 
43:825 41081 

-4.8~ -4.7% 26.564 29.516 3.373 3.322 2.':: 
-4.638 32.467 . 3.219 -2:g8g 

47.809 3.8s3 -4.452 ;z-;+: 3.074 -2.803 
51.793 3.470 -4.202 2.885 -2.574 
55.777 3,066 -3.891 41:322 2.650 -2.302 
59.761 2.6D3 -3.521 44.273 2.374 -1.986 

&63.745 2.079 -3 -089 847.225 - 2.054 -1.625 
83.681 -.74o - ,- - 63.031 .321 --- 

L.E.radius: 1.202, center . L.E.radius: 0.822, center 
at (1.201, 0.~6) at (0.822, -0.093) 

. 

- 

. 

'khrafght lines to eW=- 
-. 

. 
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TABLE Iv.- COORDIXAT!ESOFTlBMDDIFIEDWINGLEAD~EDGE~ 
'IWO SPAHSTATRXTS, NofiMAL TO TEEWING QUAR9Z3+CEORDL~ 

I 

* 

. 

* . 

[Dimensions given in inches] 

Section at 0.457 semispan Section at 0,857 semispan 
2 z 

X bPP= Lower X Vgper Lower 
-1.692 -1.445 - -' - -1.250 -1.359 - - - 
-1.273 -.34-!3 -2.552 -0934 -.495 -2.192 

-8855 :zg -2.898 -.61g -.Ogg -2.454 
-.436 - -3.n4 -.304 -197 -2.609 
-.018 0969 . -3.272 .Oll 

.rcOO 1.266 
3~ 

-326 
12% -2.701 

.81g 1.527 

$z; 

.64-l .867 z2 
1.237 1.760 -956 1.040 -21813 
1.655 1.952: 1.272 1.189 -2.821 
1.992 2.104 -:- 1.476 1.273 - - - 
2.074 - - - -3.552 1.587 --- -2.813 
2.gll --- -X~ 2.217. --b -2.787 
4.166 - - - 3.163 - - - -2.742 
6.258 - - - -31472. 4.739 - - - -2.709 
8.350 - - - -3.542 6.314 - - - -2.712 

10.442 - - - -3.657 7.89 - - - -2.751 
14.626 . - - - -3.956 9.466 r 0 0 - -2.808 
15.936 - - - -4.064 Il.042 - - - -2.885 

11.806 --- -2.944 
,.E.radius: 1.674 center 

at (-0.018, -l.b+5) 
L.E.radius: 1.261, center 

at (O.Oll, -1.359) 

c 

, 

. 

. 

17 

. 
‘A - 

<* 

--- 
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. 

TABLE 8.0 SULUIMBRy.OF. CQNFTGURATECjNS,TTWI!ED AM) DATA ~~~ - ~- r I--- - , _,."_. * 
Configuration 

rizontal 
I tail 

Reynolds 
nuiber Data 

8.4~10~ 

Slats closed 

Modification 1 up 
DoWn 

Slats closea. a;na up ana 
open, and modifica- a0m 

Normal 

off j 

4 
No&. 

tioIY1 
Wa 

(bi Slats closea 

Ii{ Slats open 

(4 cf) Modification 1 

UP 

p 
DOW-II 
UP 
am 

17(a) Slats open, and 
I I 

up 
modifications 1,2, 

Normal 

_ _ 
(b) and 3 DoWI 

18 Slats closed and open, Up and Low pos3 
and modification 1 down tion 

Vwiabl 

8.4fioe 

CL vs CD,% Cm 

ChvsR 

Tuft studies 

CL VS’ cDpC$cm 
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. 

TABLE VI.- SUMMARYOFADDITfOXAX M3DIFICATTONS AMDDEITCES 
USEDWImmGMOMFICmoHl 
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. 

TAf3LE Tn.- coNc!LuDED 

spanerr loostlon, n 
BLatoh 

(Dlmenslonr In lnoher exempt 
am notea) 

brr a.13 
Y-- 

’ 1 
:tem Boundary - 

.*lsr d.TlW 

L.E. 

L.X. 

.15 to 2.t. 

,165 

L.E. 

L.E. 

.I# 

.I8 

.40 

.06 

L.E. 

tall b.TlW 

.134 - .242 

.lS4 - .2ou 

8 
I 

0.W .242 
2a .2a L.E. 0 

0 .1a4 - .2e .282 

.242 .1a4 - .242 0 L.E. 

.134 - .24t2 ,275 0 L.E. 

.laS - .242 .242rabs6 L.E. 

.242 5a .134 - .27a 

.154 - .242 la I O,M .ek 

.g54 - .242 .242 L-E. lb I 0 
38 

272 ana .2g /tam I 
Y 

0 

25-Y k 

& fJ ' o'ag 

BI 

.lS4 - .242 
t--l 

.272, -29 

.e% EEL L.B. -134 - .242 Ir 

k5-i 
Dettnr of f ,134 - .242 

,134 - .242 

Z72 and .29 

.242 800 ru. 5, detail B 

hug mob. 8) I 
0,36 1,21: L.X. 



I .CT for Increase h CL Lorl&udinal stability 
stall bewna initial BW W5ng confIguration Harlzontd 

I 
ln1t"m wtall 1 for lnl 

tail predbtea Me-a pit-dicta 

Slats closed, flaps up 

slats open, flaps up 

Slats open, flaps down 

Moalfici3tb 1, 
flaps down 

.ofp 

on 

Off 

Off 

Off 1.35 1.47 .61 l 57 IUnstable ~TJnstable 

0.74 

-84 

1.40 

0.9 

1.13 

1.51 

1.22 

0 

il.0 

.66 

.25. 

0 Unstable Unstable 

.23 S-table SW&! 

.61 s-tame Ileutral 

.3;1 uni3tabl.e unstable 
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Dhensions in feet 
avcepf 0s noted 

NACA OOl/-64 

23 

Figwe l.- ?i+ree-vim sketch of the test u/i;oune. 
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c 

. 

(a) General view, slats and flaps retracted. 

Figure 2.- Views of the test airplane mounted in the Ames k&by 8CGFoot 
wind tunnel. 
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. 

(b) General view, slats aad flapa extended; a = 1.6~ 



I Dimensions in inches 
1 unless ofhenvise noted 

,-Refracted 

wing reference plane 
- 

I+776 --+--,3020-+ 

hd Unmodified section sbmbg slat extended and reffac 
I 

Egwre 3- Details of the wing aidoil sectims al 0.857 semikpan, taken normal to fbe wing quarter-chord lim. 
ii 



. I t , 

= 

chord he 

- -- 

1bl Modflieo’ boo7ng e@e. 

Fi@ute 3.- Concludtid. 



Figure 4 .-View of the test airplane vith wing mdlfication 1. 

. 
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. 

P/on view of left whg 

UeiW A - WIirg mod. 2 

Section X-X en/urged 

Uefd B - Wing mod 3 . 

- 

figure 5.- Uefuiifs of whg modificufions 2 and 3. 



\ 
‘\ 

4 . 

Figure 6 .-View of ving modification 2 an teat airplane. 

. . , ’ I 



‘ I . , 

FIgIre 7.- View of wing modification 3 on the teat akplane. 
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I.6 

.6 0 Modified lead& 

-.2 

-.6 1 I I -I I L.. -. 

-.8 
-8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 .3? 

Sec#im angle of aiiuck, 4, deg 

F/&m 9.- Two-dimensionul fift cufves for the whg section norm& 
to the w/ig qua--fer- chord lhe ut 0.857 semispon with s&t 
closed and open und with the modified leading edge. R, 2/x 106. 



f.6 

0 4 8 I2 t6 20 .W. ,Wog-mnd codftdeH,& 
An@e d ottd, a, bg 

(0) ttmzmhd full i-l the nmnat positiao. : 

Figure /O.- Aem@nomic cYmmtWM& of the test airplane witi the mwdLf.M w&g. R, 8.4 x10? 

. a 

/ 

I I . 



, I 

2.0 

I.8 

1.6 

.6 

, 4 . 
, 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Ii ii i iii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

ti ii 

Figure iG!- Cavchded 



W 
c- 

66 

l.2 

50 

% .8 

f .6 

.4 

2 

0 
0 .I2 ./6 i?J a?'# 28 0 -04 -0.3 -I2 

’ I 
z 

Fare If.- Efkfs d sealing the slats aa the aetvojnamic chotucteristis of the test aitpbe. hlxirc47fal foil * 
A the ml pa&d; R, &4 x/O6 !2 

. 



_ 

. 

(a) Horizontal fat7 th hb navnal posillbn. 



. 
I 

l 
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.- .- 

.6 .6 

.4 .4 

.2 .2 

0 0 
0 0 .a.08 .a.08 .I2 16 .I2 16 

orag cmmcr&, t orag cmmcr&, t 

R 
0 32x/w 

a_ 

z - 
A 8.4 
A /a4 
o 12.3 

/I I , L I I I , I I I 

4.3 Iiiiik471 
I I I I I I I 

fi.? 

I I I I ms 
% 

28 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Angle of dtock, a, deg 

j j / j __I i I. I j j j j j j 

- 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.08.04 0 -04 -# for R= 32x,+9 

Aichhg-mment wefrn&, cm 

1~) Siais closed, fi’ups up. 

figure /3.- Reyno/ds number effects CM fhe uerodyntmic chumcterisfks cf the fesf txkptme. 
Hwizcnfa/ fu17 h the ncmu~ positim. 
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1.6 
-- 

I.4 

.2 

OI’G”““““““~“““““““” 
0 &LB .I2 16 20 24 # 0 4 8 12 I6 ZV 24 B5’ 32 

fhg coL5m&nf, co An&e af off&, a, obg 

L6 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lw.04 0 44 -CH ti R= 3.2~106 

Pifching-momenf coefffden( C, 

Q-- 

. 

(61 Shts open, fhps up. 
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I I I I I I 
111t1111t111 

LO 

5 .8 

.6 

.4 

0 
0 04.m .f2 .E 20 24 aS 0 4 8 12 16 2owa3.v 

Lw -, G Angfe of orYu&, a, deg 

.6 ’ ’ ” ’ p’ ’ .r! 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
.a9 04 0 -04 -cH rbr R=32xle 

Pk?@-momenf ca&We& C, 

i-cl S/&s open, f/ups down. 

Figure M- Ccdhueo! 
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/.4 

t.2 

e LO 

.4 

.2 

lWCAFiMA52E305 

0 - 
0 -04 .08 12 .24 .28 -0 4 8 f2 I6 20 24 28 32 

a-ag coeftiM* co Angle of offuck,~, deg 

3 

.4 

0 

D8.04 0 44 ~08 for R= 3.2~10~ 
Hchhg-moment’coefr%Wt, C, 

(d) Wing modification t, fops up. 

Figure fq- Continued 
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s .8 

.6 

.4 

0 
0 .o# .rx .fz ./6 20 p4 58 0 4 8 12 /6 20 24 28 32 

kg coe&Zdenf, CD Angfe d offack,Q, okg 

3 .8 

.4 

.2 

0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

.a.04 0 -m -soa /ar R= 3.2x/06 
H&g-manenf ciwii$ C, 

. 

_I F&we 13.- Cmchfea! 

(el Ww rmdifmikw 1, flaps cbwn. 
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t.6 

.2 

0 
0 .04 .08 .I2 16 .20 24 .28 0 4 8 12 16 .2V 24 28 32 

Dfog coetXSn{ C, Angk? o/ attack, u, deg 

1.6 

.2 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
.I2 08 04 0 -04 -08 for R= 3.2~106 

F&hhg-moment coeffibtet$ Cm 

lo/ ~/ofs closed, f/ups up. 

F&we /4.- Reynolds number eBfecfs cw the ae&ynamic chomcferstics of h?x? test airphe. 
Horlionta/ fail off: 

-.-3- 

I 

5 -- 

. 
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. 

20 

1.6 

3 .8 

.6 

.2 

01”““““““““““‘l”““‘t 
0 04 .cR9 12 ..e 20 24 28 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 W 28 32 

Drag coefi%Yeti, C, We ofoft=W, obp 

2.0 

3 .8 

.6 

161 S/ais open, flups down. 

F&we /4.- C-onfhwea! 
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1.6 

0’ LO . 
1 .8 

3 .6 

.4 

.2 

0 
-04 ’ 0 la .I2 16 .a7 .H .28 4 8 12 f6 a0 24 28 32 

Dfog COeffK?nf, CD Angie of otfmk, a, deg 

.4 

0 0 .O 0 0 -0 
.c@m 0 -.o.? -.o8 for R = 3.2xlO6 

pilclng-mmnenf cosfkcienl, Cm 

A.- 

.- 

(cl Wm rmdiikatkm I, fkrps up. 

Figure /4.- Continued. 
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III III I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I III t III 

.6 

I li6piil i iii i,, 

0 
0 04 BS’ 12 J6 a3 24 28 0 4 8 I2 f6 20 W 28 32 

hg Wetffd&> c, Angie of afiack, a, deg 

1.6 

.6 

.2 

0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

.08 04 0 -m -.m fw R = 3.2xf06 
Riicbhg-M& c&M* cm 



f.8 

figure 15. - Reynolds number effects oil maximum iiff. Hofizonfo/ foil in fhe normal posifion. 

6 8 10 I2 I4 16xfOp 
Reynolds number, R 

. , . . . 4 



. 

L 

f ff/ S~‘S c/osed~ S, = 0 o. 
fb) Siofs c/osed. +=3&T 

FP&p Figure /6- Sfudies of 
co~fi.~~Qf~ons. hbri?onf~l 
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0 -I34 -a9 d2 46 



1 c . 
, . 

(ti Flaps down. 

. 
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38 
0 I 

I f 
0 38 

I WI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I.8 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I Ul I I IJ’! 1141 I I Id I I I I 

, 

. 

.2 

0 
0 0 0 0 0 

.08 .04 0 44 -.08 fw 0 
PltcfClg-moment c&tint, c, 

. 

Fqure 18. - Aedynamk characferistic5 of the test atkplane wth? the horthofaf tar? at 
4 bwer posifion. R, 8.4x IO’. 

NM!&Laiqky - 4-S-51 - 350 
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